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Defining partnership
facilitation,
Establishing
a common
understanding
of partnership
facilitator

Discussions about
skills and values
needed from a
partnership
facilitator,
discussions around
partnership cycle

Sharing of the best
practices of group
members

Setting a goal of
making an e-
platform proposal
and working on it

Process
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Tasks of Subgroup 6

What do we mean by partnership facilitation?1

2

3

Why is it important to ensure the facilitation of stakeholder engagement in the
design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of partnership
programmes and projects?

What is your experience of facilitating stakeholder involvement, e.g., in relation
to calls for proposals or in the context of monitoring committees, etc.?

4
What are the conditions for somebody to facilitate partnerships? What specific
knowledge, skills and qualities are needed for undertaking partnership
facilitation?

5 What challenges do the facilitators face? How can they be addressed?

6 How can partnership facilitation be improved?



Definition of partnership 
facilitation 

Partnership facilitation is the act of encouraging partners to actively
participate in the dialogue with people with different perspectives
with a view of jointly preparing, drafting and/or implementing EU
funding programmes and projects co-funded by those programmes.

A partnership facilitator has the ability to create a professional
partnership with clear shared expectations and common agreements
with a view of jointly preparing, drafting and/or implementing EU
funding programmes and projects co-funded by those programmes.

4

With “invisible leadership”, partnership facilitation can create an
equal collaboration by engaging all partners to contribute with
reflection and responsibility to strengthen the feeling of shared
ownership.

By supporting the partners to share ideas and allowing discussions,
the facilitator stays patient and open-minded, meanwhile ensuring
progress by shaping the discussion when needed and working
towards agreements and commitments.
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Key words describing 
facilitation 

Allowing everybody to have 
ownership

being ambitious

being diplomatic

being dynamic

being patient

being pro-active

being reflected

clarifying expectations

drawing conclusions

facilitating innovation

horizontality

working towards commonly 
shared agreements

Integrity

leadership

listening capacity/mode

mutual growth

open-mindedness

providing for a brave-space

responsibility

shaping partnerships

value-based work
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Golden Rules for 
Partnership Building

01 Before cooperation and before a project partnership can function, common goals and a clear purpose must be set and
clear and shared expectations should be set. It is important to consider the starting point for the partnership for each
partner and to have the maximum of clarity about the intended result(s) or output(s).

05
On the one hand, it is important that the public administration trusts and listen to the public, so that all those being part
of a project partnership feel that the administration is actually listening and takes the inputs provided seriously. On the
other hand, partners should trust that the public administration is doing their best to accommodate the
partners/members .

A partnership must be well structured. The partnership facilitator (or programme/project coordinator) should ensure
clarity for all partners what has to be discussed and decided in a meeting.02
Rules should be set for the functioning of a programme/project partnership. These include: Being respectful and
communicating politely; having understanding for each other and empathy for diversity as to perspectives, experiences,
etc.; ensure there is time to hear everyone; providing a safe space for everybody to speak out as trust between all
project partners is important

03

All members in a partnership should feel that they are equal, i.e., equally treated and heard. It is important to avoid
strong imbalances in a partnership.04
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Golden Rules for 
Partnership Facilitation

06 Good partnership facilitation should allow all relevant/interested partners to be involved and provide them with the
possibility to share their opinions and expectations and provide a framework which allows everybody to listen to each
other and to learn from each other.

10
In an ideal scenario, not only a safe and confident space is being created, but also a “brave-space”, i.e., a context which
allows for the presentation and discussion of new ideas and sets the frame for a learning culture and shared ownership.
The role of the facilitator then is the one of a "bridging-agent".

As we work together in partnerships, a relation based on mutual trust needs to be developed, not least by the
facilitator ("facilitating in trusting"; “creating a confident space”). Partnership facilitation can be ensured by rotating the
function if it is essential to ensure a shared leadership.

07
The facilitator should help shape the discussion on behalf of the total partnership and not suppress discussion. The
facilitator should not be afraid to listen/open up the discussion to conflictual matters. The facilitator sometimes will also
need to take a step back – and allow discussions on problems and/or open questions to take place, but always with the
aim to work towards clarifications and to ensure progress.

08
The facilitator (and everybody involved in a partnership) should use terms, concepts, approaches, etc. that everybody
understands. We should not assume that everyone knows what we mean and/or that technical expression,
abbreviations, etc. are obvious to everyone.

09
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The Partnership Cycle

8

Scoping

Governance 
Systems

Implementation

Consolidation

Ending/ 
Sustaining

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Meeting and Matching 
Area

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE WANT 
TO ACHIEVE

HOW CAN 
THE VENTURE 

BE FUNDED

BY WHEN WE 
WISH TO 

ACHIEVE THE 
SET GOALS

SELECTING 

PARTNERS

Area of interest
(link on the EU
policy area:
social,
agriculture,
environment…) What funding

is
available/sear
ched? EU,
national, local

Timeframe of
partnership

Selection and
matching of
partners,
possibility of
online
meeting

Step 5: 

Step 4: 

Step 3: 

Step 2: 

Registration of 
organisation: 
type of 
organisation, 
contact data

Step 1: 
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Meeting and Matching 
Area

exchange of
initial ideas,
without being
defined in detail

easy use, free
of charge

easy monitoring
of matching
results

online meeting
preferred rather
than using email
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Improved efficiency

Share expertise

Access to innovative
organisations rendering
similar service

Risk management

Improved competitiveness

A function intended to help 
organisations find suitable partners 
for their projects / initiatives. The 
facility shall use either algorithms 
or a matching process based on 

criteria such as location, size, 
ventures and expertise to identify 
potential partners that are a good 

fit. This can save time and effort for 
organisations looking for partners 

and increase the likelihood of 
successful partnerships.

Enhanced reputation

11

E-platform partner 
matching facility
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Resource Center

Resource center
(Information)

EU Funds overall
understanding
(Information on
Cohesion Policy,
Funds,
Programmes
broken down into
Thematic Areas -
links)

Other matching
possibilities (links)

Partnership facilitation ECoPP Repository Financing possibilities

Recommended
publications

ECoPP Guidelines 
on partnership 
facilitation

Become a partner! (draft 
questionnaires, checklists, 
memorandums of 
understanding etc.)

Preparation

Implementation

Closure



Our motivation to create
an e-platform
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We invite you to the 
discussion!

01

02

03

change in the group’s name from partner
facilitation to partnership facilitation?

partnership facilitation definition and the 
partnership cycle?

an online platform with meeting and 
matching section and a resource centre?

What do you think about:
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